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Recommended Web Sites

Appreciative Inquiry Commons – more commonly known as the "Ai Commons" – a worldwide portal devoted to the fullest sharing of academic resources and practical tools on Appreciative Inquiry and the rapidly growing discipline of positive change.

- The Best of Ai Web Sites – The Ai Commons’ recommendations on the best Ai web sites.
- Learning Opportunities: Universities & Institutions - This section of the Ai Commons is dedicated to listing the universities and institutions which offer ongoing education and learning opportunities in Appreciative Inquiry.

Ray Wells is a Philadelphia-area leadership educator and independent consultant specializing in strengths-based organization development and strengths-based leadership development.

All links are current as of February 28, 2012. Our advance apologies for any links that have succumbed to link “rot.” If you have recommended additions to these lists, please contact Ray directly at raywells@wellbeing-systems.com

The compiler thanks Dr. Jennifer Bloom of the higher education and student affairs program at the University of South Carolina for her assistance with the Academic and Career Advising references.

Ai Practitioner Journal and Resource Center – Anne Radford’s web site houses many resources and links to other Ai material. At the Ai Practitioner (AIP) website, visitors can download opening articles in recent AIP issues, see a full listing of topics and articles, as well as buy a subscription to the Ai Practitioner journal.

Ai Listserv – Forum for individuals interested in learning more about the practice of Ai. The list has over 1500 subscribers from all over the world. Questions are welcome, as are case postings, observations, and other experiences that can help all list subscribers improve their organization change practice.

Appreciative Inquiry Consulting LLC – the largest concentration of Ai expertise with consultants around the globe.

Appreciative Advising – Information about Appreciative Advising institute, certification and consultants.

Appreciative Inquiry and Positive Psychology Resources – University of North Carolina’s Health Sciences Library web site of general Ai/positive psychology resources and initiatives within the university.

Axiom News – Journalists who have a passion for organizations that make a difference, and who are helping organizations “unlock the power of their stories.”

Center for Appreciative Inquiry – provider of professional development training, especially with AIFTs – Appreciative Inquiry Facilitator Trainings.

Gervase Bushe Web Site – provides a host of resources on Ai, with some solid research on Ai outcomes.

Positive Change Core - a leading provider of innovative services for the transformation of educational systems.

SOAR Strategy – SOAR (Strengths, Opportunities, Aspirations, Results) is a strategy formulation and planning framework that uses the Appreciative Inquiry philosophy and applies it to provide a strategic thinking and dialog process.

Taos Institute – a community of scholars and practitioners committed to exploring, developing and disseminating ideas and practices that promote creative, appreciative and collaborative processes in families, communities and organizations around the world.

World Inquiry’s Innovation Bank. The World Inquiry into business as an agent of world benefit is a worldwide action-research initiative that uses Appreciative Inquiry to learn more about the role of business in society. By showcasing the best in business-in-society innovations, The World Inquiry sparks conversations about the role and potential of business to act as an agent of world benefit. Hosted by Case Western Reserve University.
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Academic and Career Advising


Hall, L. (July 23, 2008). Appreciative Advising: How the Academic Centers for Excellence at the University of South Carolina are Utilizing This Breakthrough Concept. *The Mentor.*
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**Faculty Development/Curriculum Development**


Davis, C. Appreciative Inquiry – A Tool for Transformational Learning, National-Louis University
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### Health Professions Education


Kumar, L.R. & Chacko, T.V. (2010). Using appreciative inquiry on learning styles to facilitate student learning. Medical Education. 44(11), 1121-1122


University of Arkansas College of Health Professions and Education. (2011). Keystone Connections: Transforming Education and Health in Arkansas. Futures planning using appreciative inquiry, video, outcomes, reports.

University of Virginia – Health professions web site that gathers positive stories of exceptional teaching and patient care occasions. The goal is to "discover what matters to teachers and students, healers and patients, attendings and residents, hospital staff and management."


Libraries


University of North Carolina Health Sciences Library (HSL). I Love My HSL. Blog capturing ways that library users appreciate the library.
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**School of Business**


Hayes, J. *What is appreciative inquiry?* Video of Professor John Hayes. Leeds University Business School, explaining the term Appreciative Inquiry, showing how to use it in the working place. AARHUS University School of Business.
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University of Arkansas College of Health Professions and Education. (2011). Keystone Connections: Transforming Education and Health in Arkansas. Futures planning using appreciative inquiry, video, outcomes, reports.
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**Student Affairs/Student Development**


Greek Pride: A Return to Glory – Brief summary of two Ai Summits held in April 2004 to explore the future of Greek life at Penn State University.


**College/University-Wide**


Positive focus leads to 'appreciable' change at Case Western. (2002, Dec 5). HR on Campus Vol. 5.